
Easily Create Monthly Packages – Easily set up several plans with different rates within
minutes, and start taking orders. Once customers are set up on a plan, it is easy to bill them
each month in one easy step. Plans are flexible and can include anywhere from 1 to 99
different products.
Automatically Track Available Quantities – Mango Package automatically tracks which
products have been delivered, and any products delivered that exceed the Package limits will
be billed at the Package’s overage price.
Generate Monthly Bills in One Click – At the beginning of each month you will use the
‘Generate Mango Package Plans Billing’ function to bill each customer on a Package plan for
the monthly cost of the plan and increase their available quantities according to the plan
limits.
“Carry-Over” Unused Quantities – Each product in the Package plan can be configured to
allow for ‘carry-over’ of any unused quantities at the end of each month. These quantities will
then be added to the following month’s available quantities once the plans have been billed.
Reduce Errors and Increase Productivity – Mango Package allows businesses with flat rate
billing programs to reduce errors and increase productivity.

Enable customers to pay a flat rate per month for a specific quantity of products with a Mango
Package. This module is simple and effective, enabling you to automatically track products
consumed, and even automatically bill customers for goods that go over the contracted amount.

HOW IT WORKS
Mango Package can include any number of products that are bundled into a package. For example,
for bottled water rentals, a typical package could include: water bottle rental, cooler rental, as well
as a purchase of cups (100 cups per bottle). The customer agrees to receive a certain number of
bottles and cups each month, and the customer’s monthly bill will include the cups delivered, as
well as their monthly rental fees.

CREATE MONTHLY PACKAGES WITH FLAT RATE PRICING

Sign up customers
for recurring orders
Generate more
predictable orders
with monthly
agreements
"Carry over" unused
quantities
Track available plan
quantities
Reduce number of
deliveries
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LEARN MORE AT WWW.ADVANTAGEROUTE.COM/FLAT-RATE-PACKAGING
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? Advantage Route Systems is the global leader in route automation solutions, trusted by thousands of route
delivery companies worldwide to deliver progressive solutions for route accounting, handheld devices, and GPS-
based technologies. ARS products have become an essential part of in-field and office operations in industries
such as bottled water, water treatment, ice, propane, oil recycling, coffee, and more. Built on a commitment to
help our customers’ businesses run optimally, we provide 24/7 world-class support that is second to none.
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